
Digital Marketing Manager - Paid Media
Full-Time

You are an analytical digital marketer with a strategic mind. You know how to critically analyze data to set
full funnel conversion strategy. You feel comfortable working closely with an agency and managing
processes to deliver. You will manage digital operations for all our paid conversion media activity across
both Lunya and Lahgo.

What you’ll do:

● Manage the day-to-day activities of Lunya’s performance advertising campaigns, which includes
working with our performance media agency to execute ad campaigns across all platforms.

● Maintain budget, media spend allocation and KPIs, including monitoring target CPA and ROAS,
campaign structuring and other facets of paid digital media to help us achieve our growth goals.

● Coordinate the development of ad campaign materials including collaborating with the creative,
brand and product teams.

● Audit, review and analyze reports, and lead optimization efforts to meet campaign objectives and
performance goals.

● Manage ad production, meeting regularly to ensure creative deadlines are met.
● Meet regularly with merchandising team to forecast which ads will experience inventory

challenges and work with agency to adjust creative balance prior to impact on topline revenue.
● Analyze performance data and provide intelligent synthesis, interpretation and propose

appropriate action plans based on conclusions.
● Propose creative ideas for new ad content to test.
● Maintain budgets and track KPI trends across segments, including acquisition, remarketing and

retention.
● Maintain budgets across US and International markets.
● Lead product feed efforts, including Google shopping and other product feed marketing channels.

Who you are:

● 3-5+ years of digital marketing experience - preferably in paid digital media
● Strong attention to detail.
● Analytical and data driven.
● Experience working with Facebook ads, Google Ads and other digital advertising platforms such

as Tiktok, Pinterest and programmatic platforms
● Working knowledge of Google Analytics
● Ability to multitask and thrive in a dynamic and fast-paced environment
● Motivation to collaborate: You enjoy working effectively with teams and have experience

motivating teammates in an agile, iterative test and learn environment.
● Solid understanding of retargeting and the conversion funnel and knowledge of what ad

campaigns to run at each stage of the funnel.
● Proficient in Excel and have experience using it to build models and forecasts
● Consumer brand experience is desirable.

In addition to base compensation, this role will also provide a discount on Lunya and Lahgo goods,
medical insurance, and PTO in accordance with company policy.

Who we are:

At Lunya and Lahgo, our sleepwear helps women sleep better and feel confidently comfortable inside.



Our small-but-mighty team is smart, creative, passionate, and entrepreneurial-minded, who meet the
same superior standards we set for our products. Our company culture is special and unique – you’ll dig
it, we promise.

Interested? Send your resume to us at jobs@lunya.co
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